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A map of the world that does not contain Utopia is not even worth glancing at,
for it leaves out the one country at which Humanity is always landing.
— Oscar Wilde, “The Soul of Man Under Socialism”

ABSTRACT

In this study, the author examines a prominent Ontario education commission’s tour through
the Soviet Union in 1966. This tour is situated within the larger contexts of the Cold War, and
postwar North American education reform. Using the commission’s unpublished tour report
on the U.S.S.R., and the theoretical tools of utopia and dystopia, contradictions within the
commission’s response to Soviet education are explored and then linked to deeper tensions in
its views on education and its ideological role in postwar Ontario society.
RÉSUMÉ

Cette étude a pour cadre une tournée en Union soviétique organisée en 1966 par les membres
d’une importante commission ontarienne sur l’éducation. Deux éléments caractérisent cette
visite : le contexte de la guerre froide et celui de la réforme de l’éducation nord-américaine
durant cette période. À partir du rapport inédit de la commission sur sa tournée en URSS et
des approches théoriques de l’utopie et la dystopie, l’auteur analyse les réactions contradictoires
de la commission face à l’éducation soviétique. Ces oppositions sont en fait révélatrices des
points de vue divergents de ses membres et du rôle idéologique de l’éducation dans la société
ontarienne d’après-guerre.

The authors of the Ontario government’s 1968 report on education reform, Living
and Learning (also known as the “Hall-Dennis Report”) would surely have agreed
with Wilde’s assessment. Over the three years the “Hall-Dennis Committee” spent
exploring contemporary educational thought and practice, they commissioned material from expert researchers, solicited contributions from various groups interested in
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the future of Ontario education, and conducted hearings to ensure their ideas were
informed by public opinion. They also travelled widely, chasing better pedagogical
worlds in the form of cutting-edge educational experiments in Ontario, Eastern and
Western Canada, the United States, Europe, Asia, and the Middle East. Their most
unorthodox trip took them to the Soviet Union. What they found there was a dystopia that challenged their own liberal-democratic sensibilities in important ways,
yet proved surprisingly compatible with them in other respects. The tour report they
produced afterward, entitled “Education in the U.S.S.R.,” offers considerable insight
into the Hall-Dennis Committee’s vexed response to this ideologically alien terrain,
as well as their own developing ideas on education’s role in the postwar Ontario state.1
In late-1964, Bill Davis, Ontario’s minister of education, concluded that the province’s curriculum needed to be overhauled. For him, the world of the mid-1960s
looked vastly different from that of the 1950s, when the last comparable examination — the so-called “Hope Commission” of 1950 — had been undertaken. To this
end, he struck a committee to examine the educational system, and bring it up to
speed with the postwar ‘modern’ world. According to the committee’s terms of reference, it would “identify the needs of the child as a person and as a member of society,”
“set forth the aims of education for the educational system of the Province,” “outline
objectives of the curriculum for children in the age groups presently designated as
Kindergarten, Primary and Junior Divisions,” “propose means by which these aims
and objectives may be achieved,” and finally “submit a report for the consideration
of the Minister of Education.” 2
The committee was designed to be democratic. It drew its members from several
sectors of Ontario society. It included teachers, teacher educators, a businessman, a
farmer, a union representative, an accountant, and a homemaker/school-trustee. It
was chaired by Emmett Hall, a Supreme Court of Canada judge fresh from heading
up the Royal Commission on Health Services, and Lloyd Dennis, an ex-primary
school principal.3 Hall convinced Davis to expand the mandate to include all schooling in the province, from pre-school to grade thirteen (a bid to include tertiary education was rejected). The committee then began grappling with difficult, not to say
perennial, questions. These included: what is the nature of the child as a learner?
What should be the respective roles of teachers, students, and school officials in the
educational process? How should schools make use of new means of communication?
What is the proper relationship between the educational system and business? How
should schools respond to ‘Canadian Indian’ children? To the ‘culturally deprived’?
To new Canadians? What should be the role of marks and examinations in education? What balance should be struck between classroom discipline and the freedom
of the child? Their proposed answers seemingly threw much of the existing system
into doubt. The committee’s key conclusion was that education must revolve around
each individual student’s unique learning experience in relation to the dynamic world
of the later — twentieth century.4
Their report — its full title was Living and Learning: The Report of the Provincial
Committee on Aims and Objectives of Education in the Schools of Ontario — was
presented to Davis on 12 June, 1968. It bore little resemblance to a traditional
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governmental report. Neither dull nor grey, it announced its distinctiveness in a
brightly coloured cover, which depicted youngsters running through a lush meadow.
It contained copious pictures of youth hanging out in the modern cityscapes of urban Ontario, as well as full-colour, multi-page examples of children’s art. With pop
art and psychedelic influences evident in its typography and design, the report was
as progressive in form as it was in content. It was plainly designed to reflect, and
ultimately to affect, the times that produced it. Politicians across the ideological spectrum embraced it. Toronto’s Globe and Mail newspaper devoted eight pages to it
the day after its release, proclaiming that: “Judge Emmett Hall and his crew have
set education on its ear, exposed the failures of every educational institution in the
province, plunged eagerly and creatively into the future, and undoubtedly occasioned
the eruption of fountains of cold sweat throughout the educational establishment.” 5
The public responded as well. It sold some 60,000 copies within sixteen months of
its publication.6
Historians of Hall-Dennis have generally allowed the committee’s international
tours to pass without comment. Only the social and cultural historian, David
Churchill, has touched on Living and Learning’s international dimension. He argues that Hall-Dennis sought to articulate the local with the international, linking
Toronto experimental schooling to global developments in education. As he writes,
the committee “explicitly rejected nationalistic curriculum in favour of more universal principles that linked educational reforms throughout Europe, the United States,
Canada, and other western nations.” 7
Though its tour destinations were novel, the committee was following a well-worn
path in looking abroad for educational reform inspiration. As Daniel T. Rodgers
writes in his now-classic Atlantic Crossings: Social Politics in a Progressive Age, “Even
the most isolated of nation-states is a semi-permeable container, washed over by
forces originating far beyond its shores.” 8 Nowhere is this more apparent than in
education, as the historical sociologist Bruce Curtis asserts: “As soon as one begins
to trace networks of contact, acquaintance and influence in the educational field, it
quickly becomes obvious that everyone was connected to everyone else.” 9 This is,
of course, eminently logical. Much time, energy, and expense can be saved by looking toward other educational systems, rather than engaging in haphazard and costly
trial and error at home. By looking outward, policy makers could find a ready-made
“abundance of solutions.” 10
In the case of post-1945 Canada, this was truer than ever. During this period,
participation in international educational exchanges and conferences became common, organizations such as the Canadian Association for Adult Education became
world leaders in their field, metaphors of the “global village” became ubiquitous in
pedagogical discourse, and several provinces offered international educational aid
to so-called ‘developing countries.’ 11 Ontario was particularly involved in this last
venture. For instance, in 1966, Davis launched what he called “Operation School
Supplies.” Though this program, educational materials were transported — “approximately 1,000 desks and three tonnes of textbooks” — to the Bahamas, via Hercules
aircraft borrowed from the Canadian military. Davis told the province’s legislature
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that he considered these materials “weapons of the mind.” 12
These martial connotations befitted postwar education’s Cold War context — in
Ontario and around the world. The Cold War immediately followed the Second
World War, and saw a multitude of conflicts frozen into just one: that between the
United States of America and the Soviet Union. The Cold War never became ‘hot.’
Instead, it was fought out through proxy wars and immense propaganda campaigns
in which both sides sought to convince a global audience that theirs was the superior
social and economic system. For the countries aligned with the U.S.S.R., that system
was communism. For those led by the U.S.A., it was liberal-democratic capitalism.13
Yet, in a crucial sense, the real audiences were domestic. From 1945 to the later1980s, when the Cold War drew to a close, those on either side of the divide sought
to convince their own populations that if their values were not upheld, and the others
“contained,” Third World War would inevitably result.14
Education played a crucial role in the Cold War. In the United States after 1945,
many close to the centre of power became convinced that the Soviet worldview would
inexorably draw them towards global domination. Those who were skeptical became less so after the U.S.S.R. sealed off East Berlin, exploded an atomic bomb, and
Communist revolutionaries took over mainland China.15 A consensus then developed
that the war effort would have to transcend traditional military action. With Dwight
Eisenhower’s two presidential terms, education came to the fore. The former Supreme
Allied Commander was well aware of the role that science and technology played in
winning the Second World War, and was determined to use such “brainpower” in the
Cold War. By the 1950s, the Central Intelligence Agency began producing information suggesting that the U.S.S.R. was outpacing the U.S. in science, technology, and
science pedagogy. The publication of the National Science Foundation’s (NSF) report,
Soviet Professional Manpower in 1955 buttressed this notion of an ‘education gap’ between East and West. Further, the NSF argued that science in the postwar U.S.S.R.
flourished in an atmosphere of free-inquiry, uninhibited by ideological constrictions.
This made the advance of Soviet science and technology potentially limitless.16 After
the U.S.S.R. exploded a hydrogen bomb, and launched the first Sputnik satellite into
orbit in 1957, education and defense policy became inextricably intertwined.17
Canada was a major American ally in the Cold War. After 1945, it participated
in the U.S.-led Marshall Plan for re-creating the shattered economies of Europe, it
joined the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (or NATO), and by the 1950s, it was
a full partner in a continental air defense system (North American Aerospace Defense
Command, or NORAD). It also fought alongside the U.S. in the Korean War.18
That said, fissures in the relationship began to develop by the early-1960s. Never
anything like an equal partner, Canada was kept out of negotiations between the
U.S. and the U.S.S.R. during the Cuban Missile Crisis. As a result, as Reg Whitaker
and Steve Hewitt argue, the Canadian public began to sour on a situation in which
the American and Soviet leadership seemed “accountable to no one but themselves.”
After this point, looking for social and political alternatives outside of the U.S. orbit
became more acceptable in Canada, and would only become more frequent as the
1960s wore on.19
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This search for alternatives took hold early on in the field of education. By the
1960s, the Cold-War anxieties of Hilda Neatby’s 1953 bestseller, So Little for the
Mind gave way to more nuanced approaches to Canadian education’s place in the
international order.20 For instance, as curriculum historian George Tomkins points
out, Design for Learning (1962), a report drawn up by a joint committee of University
of Toronto faculty members and the members of the Toronto Board of Education
(including future Hall-Dennis co-chair, Lloyd Dennis), argued that Ontario and
Canada should chart their own educational paths, outside of the Cold War context.21
In the introduction, the literary and cultural critic Northrop Frye wrote that “The
kind of vague panic which urges the study of science and foreign languages in order
to get to the moon or to uncommitted nations ahead of the Communists is … remote from the educational issues that these reports face. Human nature being what
it is, serious educators would probably not have got as much public support for their
efforts without headlines about sputniks, but they could see the facts of the situation
without such headlines.” 22
It was within this more open atmosphere that Dennis could, two years later, successfully argue to Ontario’s Department of Education that it would be “presumptuous” of Hall-Dennis to make “significant recommendations for change without
also examining related educational exercises now prevalent in systems other than
Ontario’s.” Further, he could assert that the Soviet Union would be an ideal destination in which to examine kindergartens, vocational training, educational research,
and other issues. This would have been a harder sell during the 1950s. And, though a
member of the Department asked him if the province was really going to send HallDennis to “Russia,” the trip proceeded all the same.23
The theoretical tools of utopia and dystopia can be used to throw light on HallDennis’ interpretation of Soviet education. The term “utopia” was coined in 1516
by the English lawyer, politician, and philosopher, Thomas More in his Concerning
the Best State of a Commonwealth and the New Island of Utopia.24 Derived from the
Ancient Greek, it can mean either “no place, or “good place.” Thus, it commonly
signifies a “non-existent good place.” 25 A more recent definition has it as “an elaborate
vision of ‘the good life’ in a perfect society which is viewed as an integrated totality.” 26 While utopianism is most commonly found within the cultural sphere, it has
its place outside of it as well. Many modern social experiments have been utopian
in nature: from the French Revolution of the eighteenth century, to the founding
of the alternative community of Harmony, Pennsylvania in the nineteenth, to the
Kibbutzim movement in the early-twentieth. What all utopias have in common, as
the sociologist Zygmunt Bauman points out, is that they start with the real world and
its shortcomings — a “field of the possible in which the real occupies merely a tiny
plot” — and then transcend it in the hope of building a better world.27
Education is a key component of utopian thought and practice. The high place
accorded to education in utopianism is due to the foundational role that imagination plays in all utopian plans, as well as the fact that many utopians were (and are)
educators themselves.28 As Michael A. Peters and John Freeman-Moir put it, “utopias
can be thought of as fundamentally educational in the sense that they are ‘designs’
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for living — modes of urban and rural planning, technology, work and leisure — designed explicitly for encouraging the development of certain kinds of habits, dispositions and attitudes.” 29 In More’s Utopia, for instance, education served as the primary
means by which a perfected society maintained and perpetuated itself — inside the
school, as well as “at home, at church, in public, and at work.” 30 In Utopia, citizens
were infused with the notion that “the contemplation of truth begets true delight,”
and that “Literature is the object of love because it is the source of great pleasure.” 31
Utopianism thus involves a nearly biopolitical ‘education of desire’ in which “strict
obedience and freedom coincide.” 32
Utopianism is often (and correctly) associated with totalitarianism, but it winds
its way through the history of liberalism as well. Though many would insist that a
liberal society is one in which utopian social and economic planning is anathema, a
more critical approach reveals that social relations and practices in liberal societies
are constantly designed and re-designed in order to allow liberalism to flourish as a
set of ideas. 33 Liberal intervention may not be overt, but it is no less real for that. As
Bruce Curtis suggests, a world that is “opaque, contradictory, confused, or illegible,”
and “not conducive to rational comprehension” is one in which liberalism cannot
take root.34 Thus, this world must be re-made through the work of ‘organic’ liberal
intellectuals through legal reform, the construction of new social and economic institutions (the postwar ‘welfare state,’ for instance), and coercive force, as well as innumerable smaller transformations in currency, scientific measurement, pedagogy, and
school curricula. Through means such as these, liberal subjects are educated in the
broadest sense, learning to “read, write, cipher, plan” as well as “defer to those most
rational in society.” 35 In short, liberalism is less an empirical response to a ‘natural
world’ already existing, than an immersion in a consciously created, ‘social dream,’
that conditions and empowers liberal subjectivities. The system of ideas reflecting
and reinforcing such arraignments is, to a greater or lesser extent, ‘agent-neutral,’
universalized, and ahistorical. As the philosopher John Gray argues, this particular
form of liberalism successfully crowded out other, more anthropologically-grounded
alternatives after 1945.36 Liberalism strips away old selves, and “clothes” its subjects
anew, just as utopianism does.37
Utopias do not just map out possible futures. They also tell us much about their
creator’s relation to their own, present social situation: what is broken, and how it
might be fixed.38 North America after 1945 was shot through with utopian hope (and
dystopian fear). The postwar North American social and cultural fabric was built
upon the desire of governments, intellectuals, and the general public to transcend war
and economic depression, in order to forge a better world (in this respect, the advent
of the United Nations is the paradigmatic postwar utopian achievement).39 After
1945, the possibility of such transcendence was driven by an ideology of ‘progress’
seemingly borne out through the ‘knowledge explosion,’ the global village of mass
communications, dynamic technological change, and the ‘Golden Age’ of economic
growth.40 [period missing]For the “best fed, best-educated, and healthiest generation
in Canadian history” ideas of freedom, abundance, and ‘modernity’ became hegemonic.41 Postwar educational rhetoric reflects this clearly, as plans proliferated for
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“futuristic schools” in which “humanity’s rich collection of symbol systems” would
be accessible to all children equally.42
Finally, recent scholarship has drawn attention to the connections between utopia
and dystopia. They are commonly thought of as opposites, but as historians Michael
D. Gordin, Helen Tilley, and Gyan Prakash argue, their relationship is more complex
than this. A dystopia is not a simple inversion of a utopia. It is not a ‘bad place’ to
utopia’s ‘good place.’ Rather, dystopias are utopias “gone wrong.” They are rationally planned to be utopian, but are societies in which those plans are found to be
defective.43 Thus, both utopia and dystopia have to be considered twinned phenomena — one successful, the other failed: “two imaginaries, the dream and the nightmare.” The true converse of both is a third position: chaos — not a utopia, or a dystopia, but rather a society without structure — a “completely unplanned” society.44
It was from a utopian standpoint that the Hall-Dennis committee embarked on
its research journeys — voyages to distant lands, in search of better worlds — in the
hope of fixing what they considered broken in postwar Ontario. This utopian drive
endured throughout its work. As the committee wrote in 1968’s Living and Learning:
“The underlying aim of education is to further man’s unending search for truth …
This is the key to open all doors. It is the instrument which will break the shackles
of ignorance, of doubt, and of frustration; that will take all who respond to its call
out of their poverty, their slums, and their despair [making] all men brothers, equal
in dignity.” 45
What Hall-Dennis found when it arrived in the Soviet Union — or at least what
it reported finding in “Education in the U.S.S.R.” — was a utopian social and educational system, that on closer inspection, revealed complex dystopian underpinnings.
As American intelligence suspected, postwar Soviet education did indeed prize
“technology, science, and mathematics — the fruits of man’s efforts to understand and
control the forces of nature,” as the American educational theorist, George Counts
put it in 1957.46 And, they did attempt to use educational policy to mould a “technologically sophisticated, skilled, and ideologically imbued population” to further
their Cold War aims.47 Yet, the genealogy of Soviet education contains more twists
and turns than this. By the time Hall-Dennis arrived in 1966, Soviet education had
already moved through several phases. When the Communists took control of Russia
in 1917, they immediately elevated an existing cadre of progressive educators to positions of prominence in the new state apparatus. These intellectuals were part of “a
community of progressive thinkers crossing not only the Atlantic Ocean but also the
Baltic Sea.” They were inspired not by Marx, but by Russians like Leo Tolstoy, and
Americans such as John Dewey.48 In their pre-revolutionary experiments, and then
again as post-revolutionary cultural workers, they sought to close the gap between
schools and Russian life.49 The Soviet educational goal in this era was free, compulsory, co-educational, progressive schooling, “combining vocational and academic
education without regard to the class origins of the pupils.” 50
Cultural exchanges between the new Soviet state and the capitalist countries then
began to multiply. The 1920s and 1930s saw “the cream of the interwar cultural and
intellectual elite, as well as thousands more rank-and-file experts, progressives, public
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figures, and many others” flooding into the U.S.S.R. to glean insights for improving
their own societies — particularly following the crisis of the Great Depression.51 These
travellers saw the U.S.S.R. as a potential field of utopian possibilities for improving
the state of the capitalist west, currently buckling under the weight of its own contradictions. The Soviets, in turn, garnered information, technical expertise, and political
legitimacy from these visitors.52 One of them was Dewey himself, who made the trip
in 1928. He was immediately taken with the progressive nature of Soviet schooling,
and their adoption of his own ideas as well. Once back in the United States, he began
proselytizing for a version of this educative society in North America. This earned
him many detractors, who branded him a communist sympathizer.53
This golden age of Soviet education was grinding to a halt by the time Dewey
made his journey. This was due to resistance from traditional teachers, a lack of material resources for the new system, and political pressures — particularly as earlier
progressives were replaced by more hard-line Marxists. These new educators called
not for a dialectic between school and life, but rather for life alone, minus the school.
Education now centred on activities such as collective farming, and lessons on
“Lenin,” “Our Agricultural Soviet,” and “Industry in Our Region.” 54 It was only with
the death of Stalin in 1953, and Nikita Khrushchev’s rise to power, that education in
the U.S.S.R. assumed its postwar shape. Khrushchev’s Soviet Union dedicated itself
to economic growth and power through “education, rocketry, and science.” 55 By the
later-1950s, children attended an elementary school that combined basic academic
and vocational study, before a more technical training phase, or entrance into elite
“magnet” schools focussing on mathematics, language, and the arts.56 After the shock
of Sputnik, the U.S.S.R. once again gained an international reputation for education and school reform. It was this incarnation of Soviet education that Hall-Dennis
encountered in 1966.
The committee members who visited the U.S.S.R. — the psychologist, Reva
Gerstein; the former President of the Women Teachers Association of Ontario, Ola
Reith; and E.J. Quick, the committee’s secretary and research director — immediately
responded to the utopian aspects of Soviet education. First and perhaps foremost,
they were deeply impressed by the Soviet state’s deep devotion to educational planning. As they reported, the importance the Soviets attributed to education as a social
investment far outstripped that of any other country the committee visited. Further,
the U.S.S.R. was bursting with confidence about what education could do for them
in the future. The opening of their report is worth quoting at length on this score:
Education holds a position in the Soviet Union that is unique among the countries of the world. Lenin, the father of Russian communism, was an intellectual
and he stressed the importance of a high level of public education. A picture or
bust of Lenin appears in almost every classroom or school hallway in Moscow
and Leningrad ... Following the educational precepts of Lenin, the Russians
almost eliminated illiteracy in twenty years, and the crowning achievement of
their educational system was putting the first satellite into orbit. Now they are
challenging the greatest industrial nation in the race to the moon. The people
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of the Soviet Union almost worship their scientists. No one questions the importance of education or the percentage of the nation’s resources being devoted
to it. The people have made great sacrifices for education and the development
of heavy industry. Their material standard of living seems to be thirty years
behind Canada’s, but through education and the Communist state they expect
to achieve the highest standard in the world. The Communist philosophy of
dialectical materialism will have failed if they do not do so.57
Hall-Dennis also conveyed its admiration for the massive educational research and
development facilities that had sprung up in the postwar Soviet Union. The delegation was informed by its guides that these were only “growing in numbers and importance.” 58 There, Soviet pedagogues did “advanced research,” spread “educational information among the general public,” and used these centres “as a general clearing house
for educational studies and discussion.” The director of the Institute of General and
Polytechnical Training of the Academy of Pedagogical Science in Moscow informed
the committee that they were currently investigating ways to reform education in
order to teach children more at ever younger ages. He asserted that the “curriculum
now teaches as much in the first three years as was formerly taught in four years. This
enables the students to cover the same material in 10 years as had been formerly taken
in 11 years.” 59 These techniques were then tested in “laboratory schools” overseen by
“university specialists, the pedagogical experts, and talented teachers.” Hall-Dennis
was privy to one of these classes, investigating what the Institute referred to as “new
approach mathematics.” There, they saw “gifted children” presenting their “theses” to
fellow students and instructors.60 This approach resembled progressive child-centered
discovery learning as well as Jerome Bruner’s “Structure of the Disciplines” theory,
then making waves in schools across North America — approaches that Hall-Dennis
favoured throughout its educational investigations.61
In addition to this, these laboratory schools were filled with educational technology. Over the course of their research, this also was as a key signifier of pedagogical
modernity for Hall-Dennis. These classrooms — and their computers in particular — had the committee “delightfully sidetracked,” as they toured the facilities.62
They were told that this technology would soon be used in all secondary schools in
the U.S.S.R. — bringing “the content and character of secondary school education
into conformity with the modern level of scientific, technical, and cultural development.” The head of the Institute also claimed it would attune teaching to the
individual “pupils’ abilities and wishes.” 63 He added he that had been to Ontario,
and had not been impressed by what he saw. As he had it, science education in the
province was far too traditional, because it was not taught by professional scientists.
As a result, he asserted that Ontario would soon lag behind more advanced systems
such as the Soviet Union’s.64
The committee also visited public schools in Moscow and Leningrad. In Moscow,
an English class they observed featured an “excellent lesson using a tape recorder,
earphones, etc.” The atmosphere seemed open, relaxed, and productive, featuring
“free interaction between the teacher and pupils and among the pupils themselves
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during an imaginary telephone conversation in English.” This was followed by “a
contest at the blackboard to write a story in English that was being played on the tape
recorder.” The students also incorporated information about Canada into the lesson.
As they wrote: “Pupils popped up and bombarded questions. A choir sang ‘Little
Polka Dot Bikini;’ ‘White Coral Bells;’ and This Land is My Land’. They laughed
and jostled in the halls, followed members of the delegation, and questioned them
about hair styles in Canada.” 65 This heady combination of educational planning and
investment, progressive pedagogy, devotion to technology, and student engagement
pushed the U.S.S.R. in Hall-Dennis’ eyes from being merely innovative, into the
realm of the utopian.
Despite how impressed they were with what they had seen, the committee members had reservations as well — and, as is often the case with utopias, dystopian aspects soon began to surface. After visiting the Moscow school, they wrote that it
would have to be offset with another “to show the danger of generalizing from too
few examples.” In the Leningrad public school, they noted that the principal was
disorganized, constantly rushing “from room to room throughout the school.” The
computers that had so impressed the committee in Moscow were unused, gathering
dust in a storage room. More importantly, the atmosphere of freedom they witnessed
earlier was absent. It was replaced by what the committee took to be a stiff, traditionalist pedagogical approach. One group of students “gave a formal recitation of
a poem in English which they had memorized, English accent and all.” The committee added that: “In the auditorium the principal had a boy recite a passage from
Shakespeare. He looked at the ceiling, the window, and the floor…It was painful
to watch!” Overall, this performance seemed as artificial as the Moscow display was
joyous. Before the principal rushed the students off to the next class, she enquired
whether they would like to ask Hall-Dennis any questions. The committee reported
that, “as can be expected, there was not one question.” 66
More disturbing still was the blatantly anti-individualist thrust of some schools
they visited. The kindergartens they observed in Moscow and Leningrad stressed
“exercise, fresh air, rest, a balanced diet and medical attention.” They featured special
educational programs, free of charge and open to all citizens. Yet, as the committee
reported, they also preached the subordination of the child to the larger goals of
Soviet society — what the committee described as “mutual activities in the collective.” 67 As they wrote:
The delegation’s intourist guide had a three-year-old daughter who had just
started kindergarten. It was interesting to watch the maternal anxieties of a
Russian mother. Her daughter was precocious, and was having difficulty adjusting to the group life of the kindergarten. When it was suggested to the
guide that the school should adapt the program to her daughter’s special needs,
she agreed at first, saying that she had taught her daughter to read during the
previous summer — and the school should give her special work — then all at
once she stopped, as if she had a pang of conscience, and said “no, she must fit
into the collective.” 68
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By the time Hall-Dennis arrived at its “general conclusions,” its judgement on Soviet
education was overwhelmingly negative. The utopian character of Soviet schooling
was revealed to be fundamentally and definitively flawed. Lenin, the admired intellectual of the report’s opening, was transformed into a menacing figure, commanding
students from busts in school hallways to “Learn, learn, and learn.” Education now
had a single, ominous goal: “the moral and ethical development of the future citizens
of the communist state.” In school, children and young people would learn that the
“individual’s role is to serve the state. He serves the state best by being well-educated … Knowledge is virtue. Knowledge is power.” Further, they asserted that this
knowledge would be drilled into the minds of children and young people through
the mechanistic psychology of Ivan Pavlov, with its “emphasis on sensory conditioning.” 69 While math, science, and engineering were obviously valued in Soviet schools,
less utilitarian subjects were ignored, because “they were not useful.” The committee
argued that this inattention to culture signified a society in decline, not ascent. This
could be seen not only in Soviet education, but in all aspects of cultural life. As they
wrote: “Although traditionally Russian opera and ballet have been excellent, they
have become stylized. Touring companies are being criticised for their lack of originality and creativeness.” The built environment came in for similar critique: “The
architecture of buildings lacked creative imagination, and there was a dull uniformity
of urban economy.” They ended by taking stock of Sweden — which they had visited previously — in comparison to the U.S.S.R. “In Sweden, the people had come
to terms with themselves. As a small country, they have decided to become world
citizens and peacemakers. Within this framework they encourage individual interests
and excellence.” By contrast, the Soviet Union “considers itself a world power” that
cares for little except that which gears them for “power and strength.” 70
Yet, this was not all. Appended to “Education in the U.S.S.R.” was a three-page
coda, in which Hall-Dennis praised the work of a single Soviet educator: Anton
Semenovych Makarenko. It is here that the thin line between utopia and dystopia
was thrown into sharpest relief in relation to Hall-Dennis’ journey to the U.S.S.R.
Makarenko was famous within the Soviet Union by the 1960s, yet virtually unknown outside of it.71 That fame rested on his work during the 1920s with children
orphaned during the First World War. According to his proponents, he solved a fundamental dilemma in early Soviet education: how to recognize individual freedom,
while ensuring the “continued development of the socialist school and the emergence
of the socialist society.” 72 He did this by cultivating a “solidarity of interest” among
unruly children and young people. To this end, he employed extreme measures, including violence and the “liberal use of threats to expel those who failed to conform
to requirements.” 73 All of this was geared toward the creation of “the ideal future
society.” 74
The committee’s approval of Makarenko was absolute. It argued that he was
“the essential quarry in Marxist education,” and that if there was “any content to
Marxist educational theory, this may be attributed almost to him alone.” It heartily
approved of his methods for instilling “common standards of behaviour,” “a common will to action,” and “a consciousness of community.” This, in turn, could not
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be accomplished through mere “talk,” or “within the artificial classroom situation.”
Instead, this “collective will” would have to be forged through labour, overseen by a
powerful, even domineering teacher-figure. What mattered above all else, was discipline: without it, “no satisfactory communal action is possible.” Once the student’s
“anarchic individualism” was overcome, he or she would emerge as a fully-formed
citizen, yoked to the social whole. Such an approach seemed to clash completely with
the committee’s oft-stated dedication to individualism and liberal freedom — as well
as its own (eventual) denunciation of what was observed in the U.S.S.R. Why was
this figure singled out and even praised by Hall-Dennis?
A possible answer lies within a statement made near the end of the report’s précis:
“there can be no doubt of Makarenko’s own prowess as a teacher, and of his remarkable
success in transmuting the worst imaginable juvenile delinquents into self-respecting
young men and women.” In this, they conform to aspects of the larger liberal political tradition. The idea that all people are born with the capacity to reason, and with
a corresponding responsibly to assess their society, is the central building block of
liberal thought. This is the “anthropological minimum” of liberalism, as Uday Singh
Mehta has argued.75 Yet liberal thinkers also have long insisted that this freedom had
to be tempered, if not compromised outright, for the sake of social order. For them,
society simply could not function otherwise. This comes to the fore in the case of
those who do not register as reasonable and responsible individuals — temporarily or
permanently. This exclusionary category has, at different times and places, included
the insane, criminals, colonial subjects, and children. They would either be educated
(in one way or another) to become modal liberal individuals, or be “governed without their consent.” 76 These contradictions often go unnoticed in liberal discourse. As
Pierre Bourdieu argues, such myopia is utterly necessary. Without such “blindness,”
liberalism might fail to function as an ideological system, as those participating in it
would run the risk of falling into “bad faith” over such troubling details.77
This, in turn, led it to condemn Soviet ‘collectivism’ on the one hand, while failing to see just how collectivising and coercive its own vision of Ontario education was
on the other. A dystopianism that allowed it to advocate humanistic treatment for
most students, while condoning pedagogical violence (as Bourdieu would describe it)
towards those it considered deviant or delinquent.78
This point of view is found throughout Living and Learning as well, and may well
bear the imprint of the committee’s tour through the Soviet Union. The following
passage is but one of many:
We must listen to the young people and give them a chance to speak out. To
protest is human, and no society is strong which does not acknowledge the
protesting man. It is the exploitation of protest which is dangerous. Therefore
we must relate the learning experiences in our schools to the real needs of
young people. History has demonstrated too clearly that the lonely ones can
lose their weakness when joined together and that they have the potential to
find courage and be strong in brutal acts and mob action.” 79
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Ultimately, what “Education in the U.S.S.R.” offers us is a glimpse into the HallDennis committee’s complex utopianism, rather than any ‘reality’ regarding Soviet
education, circa-1966. As the report makes clear, upon arriving in the U.S.S.R., HallDennis was immediately impressed by that state’s devotion to educational planning,
its interest in pedagogical experimentation, its use of technology in the classroom,
and the striking results the system seemed to produce. It was as though the committee had found an educational utopia in the most unlikely of places. And yet,
as is often the case with utopias, these impressions soon changed radically. What
at first appeared as freedom and forward motion became alienation, stagnation,
and oppression. In other words, utopia turned to dystopia. Where “Education in
the U.S.S.R.” truly surprises, however, is in its adoption of a third position. The
committee ended its report by heartily endorsing the coercive pedagogy of Anton
Semenovych Makarenko. Thus, what “Education in the U.S.S.R.” (and later Living
and Learning) demonstrates is that while Hall-Dennis was genuinely committed to
individualism in education and democracy in the classroom, it was just as concerned
with maintaining order, both within and beyond the schoolhouse. This insight moves
us beyond views of the committee that characterize it as simply “child-centered” and
“permissive.” 80 Instead, we see that Hall-Dennis’ progressive educational utopianism
contained a hard, dystopian core: a willingness “to rehabilitate man and condemn
him to happiness.” 81
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